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CIVIC EDUCATION NURSERY ONE (AGE 3) THIRD TERM

WKS TOPICS LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

REVISION By the end of the

Revision ot 2nd lesson, pupils

term's work should be able to:

• recall the last

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pupils as a class revise

the last term topics with the

help of the teacher.

Pupils individually attempt

EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

SKILLS RESOURCES

2.
ACTIVITIES

COMMUNITY

term's topics

through revision

with the aid of the

teacher,

the evaluation questions

given and proffer correct

answers.

attempt evaluation

questions given by

tho teacher

cortoctly to assess

their level of

understNnding of.

the last

wot\$ and their

progress,

By the end of tho

lesson, pupils

should bo oblo to;

Discuos (ho

moaning of gocidj

activities jn tho

(X»mmunity,

•Pupils 09 a whole class

intotoct with each other to

digcut)$ tho possible meanings

of gocial activities in the

•Pupil'J in t;malt

demonottoto bocial activities

Communication

and collaboration,

critical thinking and

problem solving,

Collaboration and

critical thithKinq

solving,

Citi;vnship,

Audio visual

•Chat(s child

Meqy

tho community with (ho
OXpldjn in their owo diroctiohs of tho toachoc,

• Outline and in 

bitnpio Wiyy,

in

tho community,

00. birthday,
cultuial

fit
cuvmooy,

Old.
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LEARNING
TOPICS OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES SKILLS RESOURCES

By the end of the
CONFLICT

lesson, pupils
3 RESOLUTION

should be able to:

- Explains simple

meaning of conflict

and resolution.

- Identify some anti-

social behavior

amongst

themselves and in

the

abusing, fightingn

stealing, etc.

GENDER By the end of the

FARNESS lesson, pupils

should be able to:

- Discuss simple

- Pupils as a class discuss

the meaning of conflict and

resolution of conflict with the

assistant of the teacher.

ii. Small groups of pupils do a

role play on conflict and

resolution.

Pupils discuss on the

meaning of gender

differences while teacher

gives the correct meaning.

Communication and

collaboration,

critical thinking and

problem solving,

leadership and

personal

development,

Citizenship skills.

Collaboration and

Communication,

Audio visual resources:

Picture books, charts

showing exampio of

conflicts and

resolution,

Web resources:

video clips:

psR9Cu.

https'./lyoutu.belbGJcf

8QTVS

Audio visual

resources:

meaning of gender, ii. Pupils pairs up
'L e' Identify gender

differences, e.g.

Poy, girl, man and

Woman,

fo identify individual

differences amongst

themselves.

iii. Pupils mention some,

Critical thinking and -Picture/ charts of

Problem solving, boys' and girls' wears.

Citizenship .
-games,

-Toys and dolls,

Web resources'

video clips

ht

CHILD'S By the end of the

ENVIRON- lesson, pupils

MENT should be able to:

Give simple

meaning of

environment,

activities that promote gende

fairness amongst themselves

with ihe 'help of the teacher.

j, Pupils class watch a

video on the topic and

identify the meaning of

environment.
s are guided to studyii; pupils 

the environment and

mention things that can be

mention some items found e.g. flowers, house,

that can be found in trees etc.

the environment,

e con

Communication and Audio Visual

collaboration,
resources:

critical thinking and -Pictures/ 

people cleaning

charts of

problem solving
their environment.

Citizenship and
-A visit to the school

leadership. garden or the flower

beds,

Web resource;

video clip;

Day,

TERM BREAK MID TERM BREAK
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TOPICS

PLAY

AND

8. CORRECT
DRESSING

12

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

tesen. pupils

should be able to:

Identify

play.teereationa)

activties,

PattiSpate in some

of the

ptay.irecteational

activities. e.g.

dancing, jumping,

playing with toys,

clappng. running,

plsying football etc.

Sy the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Explain the

meaning of

- Mention some

Oothes

appropriate tr

bo and

REVISION

EXAMINATIONS

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

in pairs pick varieties

Of toys and other useful

materials to learn as they

play With each other in the

class or school compound

under the teacher's

supervisions

i. Pupils individually identify

the differences in their

dressing (boys and girls).

i. Pupils in smatt groups

identify and mention

improper dressing for boys

and girls. e.g. shorts, and

shirt for boys; skirts, blouse,

wrapper for gid$.

REVISION

æ.MtNATlONS

EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

SKILLS

Collaboration and

communication,

citizenship.

RESOURCES

Audio visual

resources:.Toys

-Playing equipment

-Push-pull toy.

Web resources:

videos clips

https://www.zerotothrg

2:2ßhttps:/h.qywunQ

f.org>parenling

MW/.Educalion.qouv9

c.cawww.momjuncboo

com

Critical thinking skill Audio visuai

Communication

and Coilaboration,

Leadership and

Personal

developmenl

resources:

Pictures showing

boys' and girls'

dresses. -Dolls,

Web resource:

-video clip

h •nteresl c

20>Pin.
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